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Introduction

• Problem:

Relationships between species cannot always

be inferred from a single gene family

Gene Duplication, gene loss, gene convergence,

and horizontal gene transfer can cause

dissimilarities between gene family trees

How can these be explained?



Introduction

• Earlier Approaches:

Goodman: Mapping and reconciling trees -

inspired research on duplication-loss model

D-L problem is NP-hard

Page & Charleston - Transfer extension to D-L

with host switching & parasite 

duplications.

Charleston-“jungles” algorithm - finds an 

optimal set of transfers for given gene & 

species trees (complexity unknown)



Introduction

• Earlier Approaches:
Hallett and Lagergren - model based on the reconciliation,

*Gene duplications disallowed.

*Various formulations of the problem are NP-complete

*Polynomial complexity in these formulations of the 

problem

• Motivation:

Lack of a formal definition of the DLT model

Basic problem - “find the optimal reconciliation cost (or

tree) for a given gene tree, a species tree and a set of

(biologically well defined) gene transfers”



Duplication-Loss Model

S and G are rooted binary

directed trees

S has N leaves uniquely

labeled by the elements

from I

I = Set of Species

In the gene tree, a given gene x is related to the species x

L(T) is the cluster for the root of tree T

L(G) = L(S) is the usually considered variant of

reconciliation (and leaves of the trees have unique

labeling)



Duplication-Loss Model

For each node g ! G, M(g) is the

node from S which is the least

common ancestor of ‘g’ in S

Duplication occurs in G if M(g) = M(h), where g and h

are internal nodes of G, and h is a child of g

Duplication Cost - the total number of duplications in

G, can be considered as a dissimilarity measure

between G & S



Duplication-Loss Model

For a disjoint set L in tree S, let SL be the smallest

subtree in S containing L as its leaves

Contract all nodes of degree 2 of SL (except for the root)

to get the homomorphic tree S|L of S induced by L



Reconciled Trees

• Tr(G,S)
-Contains only clusters from S

-G is a subtree

-For different children a & b of node g, a & b are either disjoint or

the same



Horizontal Transfer

Contract all nodes of degree 2 (except the root) of S,

this can also be viewed as a directed graph <V,E>:

H’ (reverse direction of some edges from H) is horizontal for S



Horizontal Transfer

Horizontal transfers added to the directed graph cannot

create a cycle in the graph



Reconciliation & Gene Transfer

Gene transfer gives additional ways of

reconciliation between species and gene trees

Several gene lineages could be transferred using

one transfer edge

• Problem:

Which gene lineages should be transferred?



Reconciliation & Gene Transfer



Reconciliation & Gene Transfer

• Extended Species Graph



Reconciliation & Gene Transfer

The number of horizontal edges could be exponential in the

size of H



Reconciliation & Gene Transfer

Reconciled tree and the evolutionary events depend on the

transfer scenario



Reconciliation & Gene Transfer

Reconciled Tree for

the scenario:



Scenarios



Optimal Scenario Algorithm

An optimal scenario for a species graph and gene tree

minimizes the reconciliation cost. (Could be more than one

optimal scenario)

Output:



Optimal Scenario Algorithm

Optimal path cost (pc): (E"H)xV -> R+"{!" 

Cost judged by number of losses and transfers in the path



Optimal Scenario Algorithm



Optimal Scenario Algorithm

Time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|Vg||V|3),

Vg is the set of nodes of G

Space complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|E||V|)

Test with randomly generated trees and set transfers

shows that this algorithm can compute optimal cost

for trees with 1000 taxons and several hundred

transfers hypothesis in a few seconds.



Optimal Scenario Algorithm

Sequences of isoleucyl-tRNA synthetase, ClustalW used for

multiple alignment, gene tree computed using NJ & ML
((Eukaryotes, Archea), Bacteria)

Optimal solution has 2 transfers and 4 gene losses

DL-Solution has 1 gene duplication and 6 gene losses



Future

Extensions to Algorithm 1:

Using gene trees without unique leaves labelling

Reconciling gene trees and species graph based on

non binary trees



Conclusion

If this really is the only model which brings together gene

duplication, loss, and transfer well, then it is good, but it

means that there are not other models to really compare

it to.

Glossed over test results in the paper, just stating that

“we can compute optimal cost for trees with 1000

taxons(leaves) and several hundred transfers

hypothesis in a few seconds”

Not really that useful as of now, need to implement the

first and second extensions to Algorithm 1 for the model

to truly be useful


